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Our paper offers a social semiotics of innovation based on a study of
paradoxical discourses on nanotechnology in a “Citizen Summit”
that was part of a SSRCC-funded project upon “Nanotechnology and
the Alberta Capital Region – A Case Study in Integrating Communi-
ties, Innovation and Development” in and around Edmonton,
Canada (CRSC 2013; on this method see Stilgoe 2013; Evers and
D’Silva 2009; Corner and Pidgeon 2012; Joly and Kaufmann 2008).
Algirdas Julien Greimas’ original semiotic model involving six actors
or rather actants “subject / object / sender / receiver / helper / op-
ponent” provides a framework for analysing these discourses and
considering the portrait that participants draw of the challenges and
opportunities facing local actors and institutions engaging with a
globalised network of research and commercial development. Our
approach utilises early science studies, a field that has tarried with
but not systematically followed through on Bruno Latour’s use of the
Greimassian model.

Narrative Semiotics

Greimas’ (1987: 63–83) canonical narrative schema involving six ac-
tants—the roles of “subject and object / sender and receiver / helper
and opponent”—is a simplification of Vladimir Propp’s (1928) thirty-
one “functions” within folklore and fairy tales. According to this
schema, a “project” (subject-object) passes through “conflict” (helper-
opponent) to accomplish a “communication” (sender-receiver). That
is, a subject that lacks a certain object or has lost status causes a sender
(often an authority figure e.g. king, mentor or father) enters into some
sort of project, contract or quest with a subject (e.g. hero, knight) to
resolve this lack. Opponents (e.g. villains, obstacles) and helpers (e.g.
treasure maps, oracles) intervene in what Latour refers to as a “trial
of strength” or “test”. In the tales, characters or objects reveal them-
selves to be one of these actants—defined as that which accomplishes
or undergoes an action—in the process of being presented and de-
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veloped as “actors” (Greimas and Courtés 1982: 5) who may be
human or non-human. This schema has become a central point of
Actor-Network or better, “Actant-Network” theory. Hence Latour’s
(1987: 89) occasional asides such as “Some in fairy tales defeat the
ugliest seven-headed dragons or against all odds they save the king’s
daughter; others inside laboratories resist precipitation or they tri-
umph over bismuth.”

Genealogy of the Science-studies Folktale

In the mid-1970’s Greimas presented a seminar on modal verbs which
are verbs that govern another, descriptive predicate within that same
clause (e.g. “will” in “she will go”; Benveniste 1965). He went on to
demonstrate how subjects act (faire) to modalise a state (être) in nar-
ratives. The mechanics of these stories centre on modal verbs, includ-
ing: wanting (vouloir), being able (pouvoir), knowing how (savoir) and
having to (devoir; Greimas 1987: Chs. 6 and 7). 

Researches in the field of Science and Technology Studies (STS)
have delighted in showing how materials and machines can function
as helper-opponents. For instance, tools such as a tunneling-scanning
electron microscope or particular types of probe in these machines
appear often to be helpers.

Latour and Fabbri (1977; who provides Forewords for Greimas’
translated books) argued that scientists must (devoir) report so they
can (pouvoir) assert their such findings as knowledge. Coquet (1984)
endorsed this very approach. The narrative structure of, for example
the movie, Field of Dreams (1989) may be visualised in four general
phases (Cooren 2000: 71–74) with key moments that we have num-
bered. This illustrates the paradoxical structure of the top-down ap-
proach to government investment in innovation: “if you build it they
(innovations, firms, jobs) will come.”
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1.  Commission or manipulation would correspond to Greimas’ hav-
ing/wanting-to (devoir/vouloir). This is a sender’s persuasive action
to bid the subject execute a given programme. A voice in Field of
Dreams gave Ray (primary character, played by Kevin Costner)
the directive, which he accepted.

2.  Competence or knowing-how/being-able-to (savoir/pouvoir): what
qualifies the subject and empowers her/him to perform (3). Helpers
establish capacities around their hero’s identity; Ray’s family and
later Terence associated themselves with him. 

3.  Performance or making/doing (faire) consists in transforming an un-
desired state of affairs into a valued object. In the movie, Ray com-
pleted the baseball field. 

4.  Legitimation is a component of Greimas’ narratological schema
which concerns an epistemic judgment determining whether the
performance conforms successfully to an implicit or explicit “con-
tract”, whereby receivers acknowledge the subjectwho has fulfilled
it. Because the protagonist Ray’s deed corresponded to this inter-
pretive moment, he was rewarded as people visited, completing
the story.

NINT, Edmonton

In 2001 Canada’s National Research Council sent $52 million to es-
tablish the National Institute for Nanotechnology in Edmonton, a rel-
atively “blue-collar” city but Alberta’s capital with a strong
university. NINT was officially created in 2002 as a joint initiative be-
tween the federal, provincial governments and the University of Al-
berta together. Its dedicated labs opened in 2006. Since then, massive
joint investments have supported NINT, helping it become a world-
class home that attracts science leaders and collaborators from
around the world. NINT housed a multidisciplinary group of 325 ac-
ademic researchers together with 25 administrative employees later
with a budget of $24M from public and private sources. NINT’s mis-
sion is to “link excellence in training and knowledge creation with
innovative applications to transform nanoscience ideas into nan-
otechnology solutions” (Petersen 2010). It is understood as a hub for
recruiting, training and retaining talent and firms (i.e. “cluster”) as
well as a nanotech support facility for other research areas in key eco-
nomic sectors—the Centre for Oil Sands Innovation, for example.
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In this mode, the public commitment of funding appears to be a
commission or manipulation that mobilises a set of committed subjects,
the circle of academics and other researchers who founded NINT and
who are “true believers” in their cause. Much of the STS literature
analyses the promises and future-oriented quality of these moments
and of innovation projects in general. Does investment as commission
suffice to enable a successful performance against the odds, for in-
stance opponents and doubters? Are there helpers, local senders and re-
ceivers—i.e. a market of users? These questions are pursued in terms
of two diagnoses.

Diagnosis 1

Citizen summit participant 31: So in architecture, there’s so
many problems with the materials that are out there, either avail-
able or the systems that put them together, and can nanotech-
nology in any way make those materials stronger, more thermal
resistant, more … whatever, and readily available? Like that’s a
place where the industry really needs to innovate, right? It’s re-
ally about innovation and collaboration, because you can’t do it
in isolation. Well, I’m pointing at the wrong people. Where are
the nano guys? You [group laughs] can’t do it in isolation. You
really need the industry to say, “These are the kind of problems
that we’ve got”, and it’s worldwide.
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This quote suggests we do not have enough Greimassian senders
here “bidding” NINT and its scientists to execute a program of action
in the sense of addressing specific problems and commercialising
products. There is a discontinuity or lack of strength in the “commis-
sion” which then runs into the further problem of discontinuities and
gaps in the ability of helpers and receivers such as clients to identify
obstacles. This is a common problem amongst small and medium
sized enterprises which are often unable to commercialize and mar-
ket their co-patented innovations between university/public research
institutions and industries. 

Why must firms scale-up endogenously? According to Greimas’
narratological framework the subject during “manipulation” or com-
mission hears a duty from the sender that causes her/him to carry out
a project. This process involves either authority/having-to or persua-
sion, thereby trasferring will/wanting-to (Robichaud 2003) from actant
to actant. The question thus arises: Hve private companies— which
have been active in small-scale commercial application of nanotech-
nology here since the 1980s—respond to the governments’ calling?

P25:We have to stop building buildings and try to fill them with
like whatever the hell we can fill them with. We got to start from
the other way. Need first, just like a company, and then we build
the building afterwards. Sorry. NINT is a little bit like that too. 

While this prairie capital has an absence of nanoscience indus-
try’s major leaguers such as D-wave from Burnaby, near Vancouver
(see online: <bit.ly/1aEQJXG>), it also appears to have an unsustain-
able number of very small companies for the local business ecosys-
tem: more than 70 in the province (Alberta Innovates Technology
Futures 2010). Such a high number of entrant firms runs the risk of
intensifying the competition over limited resources, negatively affect-
ing their performances (vide Maggioni 2006). Initially Governments
were the senders as they built NINT initially; at the next stage of clus-
ter growth, Edmonton’s private sector and its very well developed
network of innovation catalysts have failed to realize the next stage
of cluster groath by replacing the state with other senders.
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Diagnosis 2

What if Greimas’ receivers express little zeal until they know of specific
nano-products? In semiotic narratology, legitimation is a “cognitive”
process of judgement where the subject’s accomplished performance is
evaluated qualitatively (Adam 1982: 148). Customers, however, may
not perceive or thus grasp an intangible nanotechnology. This could
paradoxically make them remain indifferent—not even hostile—to sci-
entists’ and innovators’ networks or projects.

P66: I’d have to give it some thought because it’s such a different
topic from every other type of citizen science that’s been done
before. You can create kits and things like that for people to test
water in different places. You can do other things, astronomy re-
lated, you know, they’ve done with the night sky. But nano?
How do you get them involved with something that normally
you have to be quite specialised in terms of having the material
to do it? It’s different.

Here compensation is just financial until they personify nano-ob-
jects as Hollywood nano-mites and nano-robots.

P4: […] I think the biggest hurdle that as an initiative I think
we’re going to have to overcome is the education. When people
hear about nanotechnology, I’m sure 90% of people are like, “Oh,
this is some sort of Star Trek thing”. You know, the first thing I
was introduced to nanotechnology as a kid was, like, the Borg.
Like, they inject these nano-machines into people that turn them
into automatons. 

Semiotics 2014 ¶ IV. Paradoxes of New Technology
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P1: Fantastic Voyage. 
P4: Yeah, exactly. Like, getting shrunk down and put into some-
one’s body. The idea of nanotechnology has been pervasive
through society (Group 1).

Risk activists oriented to the national level (Shand 2010), seldom
remark upon NINT in Alberta, perhaps simply because very little has
happened. Nationally and locally, the Sierra Club and Parkland In-
stitute frequently express their concerns towards a much higher pro-
file industry—the bitumen oil extraction taking place in Northern
Alberta. What do people and the market in Alberta fear or hope for
(Shields 2008)? Unlike either Britain (vide Anderson 2007) or the Eu-
ropean Union, Canada’s state does not have a regulatory policy for
nanotechnology so there has been no public legislative debate on
risks and concerns. Usually nano- and other technologies are dis-
cussed prophetically in the near future tense, with immediate next-
generation systems being more appealing than current platform
materials (vide Pollock and Williams 2010 on “independent” consult-
ants rallying support). Summit working-groups put aside the organ-
isers’ themes and resorted to pre-existing folk narratives instead of
their own; such as science fiction and “risk”—even of a monetary
kind. This suggests fears are based on images from popular cultural
themes without much knowledge of the specificity of nanomaterials
or technologies. 

Beyond fears, entrepreneurs manage operational risk (competence)
in their work procedures. Businesses may reduce, but should not
avert risk: even marketing journalists say that virtuous risk-taking
leadership warrants innovation (Ebeling 2008). But there is little pub-
lic articulation of nano risks, so no reasoned discussion of their man-
agement has taken place. While risk is controlled through laboratory
practices (e.g. NINT boasts an unrivalled set of “clean” rooms), en-
trepreneurs and public organisations should be able to estimate the
costs of risk management so they understand how to engage with
and in this sector. They can hence be neither opponents nor helpers. 

By contrast, participants could identify local and regional prob-
lems they might commission nanotechnology to solve:

P53: I really like the example of the pothole problem, right, be-
cause that’s something that’s very applicable to Edmonton and
probably all of Canada […] And that we then tag it as a grant
associated with that, and that could be sponsored through gov-
ernment and business. We become the winners because we end
up with a technology now that can solve our problems (dis-
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cussing the problem of holes left in road paving caused by win-
ter frost heaving).

Paradoxically, the Actantial Diagram of this would-be industrial
cluster shows a network without opponents that hence looks incom-
plete. Perhaps they, the firms, will still come? Because different voices
lack power and knowledge, “public engagement” exercises such as
a Citizen Summit that was conducted (CRSC 2013) remain at the “en-
lightenment” stage (where investment policy does not get challenged
“ideologically”) rather than constructing interventions (that are ex-
pected to produce changes cf. Laurent 2008). Our participants did
however demonstrate several paradoxes which this particular inno-
vation effort faces: (1) the limiting effect of not having a (very) large
nanotech firm (sender in Greimas’ lexicon) which other competing re-
gions have, and that (2) vibrant but supportive criticism – or, para-
doxically, even controversy—from a knowledgeable populace
(receiver) could have accelerated the successful (and by this we also
mean responsible and ethical) take-up of nanotechnologies and re-
lated projects by firms. These insights from the Actantial diagram
frame two diagnoses of the slow success and relative obscurity of
nanotechnology in the Alberta Capital Region.
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